BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORMAT

The following bibliographic format must be used. I will grade conformity to this style rigorously.

In-Text Citation Format

In the text of the paper, you will use the following parenthetical notation, referring to the complete citations in the bibliography: (Eaton, 1998) or more precisely, (Eaton, 1998: 56) for page 56. These citations are located usually at the end of a sentence and before the period. They may also be located before a comma or a semicolon. Footnote/endnote numbers in the text must be located after the period (e.g., 1). Please use regular numerals and not Roman ones.

For books: (Includes scholarly books as well as government documents.)

(One author)

(Multiple authors)

(Edited volumes with multiple editors)

For book chapters: (Includes scholarly books as well as government documents.)

(One author)

(Multiple authors)

Articles:


For multiple authors, use the format for books and book chapters as shown above.

Conference Papers and Reports:


Dissertations:


Internet Sources:


Periodical Sources:


If you consult more than five or these, then you may place the following section at the end of the bibliography and cite this way:

Periodicals


Forthcoming Sources:


You may divide bibliographic entries with a single empty line or you may use hanging indents and simply double space the entire bibliography like so: